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Abstract
Activity theory signifies that activities are at the centre of human behaviour and it has been used to study
cognitive process in many fields. Nowadays, college English listening learning is time-consuming but less
effective in China, so enhancing the performance of listening instruction is a very hot topic. Theoretically,
activity theory is able to provide a proper framework for analyzing motive, designing tasks, contributing rules
and tools in English listening in English as foreign language environment. Therefore, it is necessary and
significant to unify the activity theory to design a novel model of listening comprehension and to analyze the
college English listening from a different perspective. According to the theoretical analysis, activity theory is a
useful framework to design the model of college English listening and to provide learner-centered education.
Keywords: activity theory, learning activities, model of listening
1. Introduction
English listening is hard work and it deserves more analysis and learning. At the same time, in English as foreign
language environment, college English listening (college students’ English listening proficiency) has been paid
so much attention, because it is a complicated process, in which students must discriminate sounds, understand
vocabulary and structure, interpret stress and intonation, grasp speakers’ meaning. In China, listening, which is
time-consuming but less effective, has been the weak link in college English instruction. Therefore, constructing
an efficient listening model for college English instruction is currently one of the vital research subjects to boost
English listening comprehension.
Activity theory, which is an intricate framework that aims to analyze activity systems in human beings and to
focus on the interaction between human activity and its relevant environment context, has been used to study
cognitive process in various fields, such as computer-based learning (Zurita et al., 2007), personal learning
environment (Blina et al, 2008), group working analysis in education (Choi & Kang, 2009), learning objects
(Hansson, 2012), etc. So, in this study, the activity theory and college listening will be unified to analyze
listening motive, tasks, rules, tools and outcomes in order to design a novel mode of listening comprehension
and to analyze the college English listening from a new perspective in China.
2. Literature Review
Activity theory belongs to a concept of psychology which mainly claims that “activity” is the logical starting
point and central area of the subject, so activity theory can be used to study and explain the occurrence and
development of human behaviours. Originally, activity theory can trace its roots from the classical German
philosophy of Kant and Hegel and Marxist dialectical materialism. In recent years, it develops and grows rapidly
in the field of pedagogical psychology (Mosvold et al., 2011). Therefore, to some extent, activity theory is not a
simple methodology but a theoretical framework and an interdisciplinary pattern for analyzing different forms of
human behaviours in a socio-cultural and socio-historical lens.
2.1 Activity Theory
Activity theory is developed by Russian psychologists Vygotsky (1978) and Leontiev (1979). They claim:
“Consciousness is constructed through subject’s interactions with the world and is an attribute of the relationship
between subject and object.” Activity theory emphasizes that human behaviours and social changes should be
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explained from the socioo-cultural and socio-historical perspective so that any huuman activitiees can be viewed as
a multidireectional, structtured and interractive system..
Also, activvity cannot bee understood and analyzed outside the context in whiich it occurs. Therefore, acttivity
theory usuually includes four parts: (1)) Activity is a complicated iinteractive proocess between human beingss (the
subject) annd external environment (thee object); (2) A
Activity posseesses a variety of types and levels; (3) Acttivity
has variouus impacts on people’s existtence and deveelopment. (4) Education shoould be concerrned with stud
dents’
learning acctivities and coonscious learniing must be roooted in activitty, not as precuursor to it (Jonaassen, 1999).
Furthermoore, activity thheory mainly ffocuses on actiivities that havve definite purrposes, so the motive of acttivity
has emergged from the contradiction
c
that individuaal has perceiveed in the environment. If tthe motive has not
appeared iin the activityy, the subject should conduuct needs asseessment to stiimulate the m
motive. In addition,
activity thheory posits thhat conscious aactivity (performance) and llearning are innteractive and interdependen
nt, so
learning annd activity cannnot be dividedd; both of them
m are started bby the motive. On the other hhands, the obje
ect of
activity caan be anythinng that is matterial or concceptual, if thee object is able to be alterred by the su
ubject
successfully.
2.2 The Hiierarchical Strructure of Activvity
Activity thheory is an enoormous concepptual system cconstituted by a series of bassic principles rrather than a highly
predictive theory. The activity
a
is an inntegrated goall-directed hieraarchical structture that is linkked by motive
e and
goal. In adddition, the acctivity is a coonscious proceess, which inccludes a succeession of actioon. Meanwhile
e, the
action includes a succession of conddition and operration as welll. Therefore, tthe complete aactivity consissts of
chains of m
motive, goal, condition
c
and ooperation, which is shown inn Figure 1.

Figurre 1. The hieraarchical structuure of activity
First of alll, the motive is the sole criiterion that stiimulates a cerrtain activity; the condition which the acttivity
needs shouuld be suborddinate to consccious and purpposed activityy; moreover, thhe operation m
mainly depend
ds on
condition; thereby, the operation
o
direectly achieves the goal of acction and helpps the subject to obtain the new
motive; thherefore, another new activityy will be spurrred to start agaain. In a sensee, activity theorry can successsfully
solve the dynamic probblem in the ddevelopment oof whole systtem and the hhierarchical sttructure of acttivity
provides thhe motive thatt supports the w
whole activity, condition, operation and gooal.
2.3 The Unnits of Activityy Theory
EngestrÖm
m (2008) has established
e
an activity system
m model whichh is described as some trianggles. In this model,
m
there are ffour basic unitss: subject, objeect, tools and rrules. At the saame time, the ssubject and thee object can fo
orm a
communityy and the division of labor aaccording to soome rules. Annd finally, the oobject will prooduce the outcome.
Figure 2 shhows the detaiils.
In the whoole system, thee subject of acttivity is an inddividual that enngages in the aactivity. For exxample, in liste
ening
instructionn, the subject should
s
be a stuudent who praactises his or hher English listtening proficieency. The obje
ect of
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activity is the physical or
o mental prodduct that is souught, so it can bbe anything buut the object m
must be acted on
o by
the subjectt. Tools are used in the transsformation proocess and they are mental or material agenccies that interv
venes
the subjectt-object interacction. Rules arre regulations oor interactionss in the activityy. Community means particip
pants
sharing thhe object with the subject. Division of laabor indicates power, tasks and status thhat are assigne
ed to
cooperatinng members of the communnity. Outcomee can be somee ideas, resultss or positive/nnegative emotional
responses and it is affectted by the actioons and operattions (Anthonyy, 2012).

Figure 22. EngestrÖm’s (2008) activiity system moddel
2.4 Listeniing Comprehennsion and Langguage Learninng
Being a viital skill for allmost all interaaction, listeninng is also the m
most importannt medium for input in learning a
foreign lannguage. Krashhen (1982) putts forward “innput hypothesiss” and “comprrehensible inpput” which ind
dicate
the importtance of listenning. Krashenn holds that thhe comprehennsible input iss an importannt factor in se
econd
language acquisition annd a comprehhension-beforee-production approach cann facilitate lannguage acquissition
particularly in the early stages.
s
“ a listener’ss interpretationn continuouslyy changes throoughout a speeech event; it is not
Rost (19900) signifies: “...
accurate too speak of sequuential stages in listening, sttarting with sppeech perceptioon. It is more aaccurate to thin
nk of
the processses of percepttion and interppretation as coontinuous, oveerlapping and m
mutually inforrming from sp
poken
utterances after the words have been recognized; thheir meanings computed andd the syntax oof the utterance
e has
been parseed.”
Therefore,, listening com
mprehension plays a key rrole in facilitties foreign laanguage learnning. Research
h has
demonstraated that adultss spend 65-80%
% of communication time in listening and sspeaking (Rubbin, 1994). It means
m
that foreiggn language leearners will m
make greater uuse of listeninng skill. For tthese reasons, an awarenesss and
deploymennt of effective listening modeel can help stuudents to capitaalize on the lannguage input thhey are receiviing.
3. The Im
mplication for College
C
English Listening IInstruction
y can
The core of activity theeory is the prractice or action, so the occurrence and development of this theory
nglish
provide a ttheoretical bassis and guidingg principle for designing andd establishing tthe new modell of college En
listening inn English as fooreign languagge environmentt.
3.1 The Suubject of Listenning Activity
The subjecct is the executtive of activityy, so in collegee English listenning instruction that is basedd on activity th
heory,
students (tthe subject) arre the central and driving chharacters in listening activitty and their suubjectivity mu
ust be
clearly refflected. According to the annalysis of activvity theory, anny activity is directly triggeered by the motive
m
which musst be situationnal (Barab, 20004). In other w
words, the situaation producess the demand; the demand forms
f
the motivee; and the mottive activates the activity. S
Students’ subjeectivity, therefo
fore, mostly deepends on liste
ening
motive.
But the mootive of listening activity caannot be easilyy activated onlly by two or thhree listening lessons; moreover,
teachers’ ppersonal charissma or sense oof humour som
metimes cannoot play a cruccial role. Thereefore, teacherss and
learners shhould borrow ideas
i
from varrious motive m
models and striive for designiing rational edducational incentive
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strategies depending on different teaching content. Gradually, students will gain autonomous learning ability and
can actively practise listening without any external intervention. So in a complete listening mode, the subject’s
motive is an indispensable part.
3.2 The Object of Listening Activity
The object of activity can be anything, so long as it can be transformed by the subject of activity; therefore, the
object is acted on by the subject; moreover, the process that the object transforms into the outcome usually
represents the purpose or intention of the subject (Effie, 2012). Activity theory claims that learning and doing are
not separable and that they are initiated by the intention. So in the activity of college English listening, the object
belongs to students’ listening proficiency or language skill and the outcome should be the mutual understanding
of communicating parts.
In language learning, communication is the ultimate goal. Besides, the successful and efficient communication
signifies that both parts of communication are able to cope with the changes of context, field and style. Therefore,
because of the demands of object, the dynamic context and various authentic corpora can be input successfully in
the listening model.
3.3 The Community, Division of Labor and Rules of Listening Activity
As mentioned before, any activity is contextually bound, so activity system is able to be depicted in the
community in which it operates. The community can be individual or teams. The division of labor exists in the
community and it will be distributed depending on the changes of participants in the activity. Meanwhile, rules
of activity are always utilized to negotiate or mediate the relationship between the subject and the object. So
rules are implicit or explicit regulations, criteria and customs that describe how community functions, and that
limit the interaction between action and system.
In college English listening instruction, the community of activity refers to teachers and students; moreover, the
rules usually act as the cooperation among them or as the communication among students themselves. With the
changes of teaching content, the divisions of teachers and students vary. For example, in the communication
among students, learners are speakers and teachers usually belong to hearers, but in the cooperation among
teachers and students, learners are hearers or acceptors and teachers become guides. Therefore, in the process of
listening mode construction, the complex relationship among community, division of labor and rules in
instructional system should be carefully considered as well.
3.4 Tools of Listening Activity
Tools of activity theory are the methods that the subject acts on the object, so the nature of tools can be
understood only in the context of activity. Tools can be anything used in the transformation process such as
signals, language, computers, modes or heuristics etc. and tools are always altered by the ways which they have
been utilized.
In the Chinese traditional listening instruction, passing the CET4 (College English Test 4) is the main teaching
goal; therefore, teaching materials and exams are regarded as the most important tools. But with the changes of
instructional methodology, the ultimate goal of listening instruction has turned into the mutual understanding so
that tools should include learners’ personal background, learning and listening materials, multimedia facilities
and reasonable evaluating system, etc. Furthermore, the establishment of evaluating system should be
emphasized because only a fair, rational and effective evaluating system is able to measure the operative
condition of the whole listening activity.
4. The Designing Model of English Listening
According to the analysis of activity theory, a college English listening model has devised in English as foreign
language environment. As a practical model, it must possess a kind of generality and inclusiveness (Zhang,
2013). Besides, this model should also be opened and it owns some distinct variables which have certain
generative abilities. The theoretical model is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. E
English listeninng model based on activity thheory
actice
First of alll, learning actiivity is arousedd by the motivve. Moreover, this motive off active Englishh listening pra
mainly deppends upon thhe learners’ coognition of thee value of listeening activity, upon the adjuustment of intrrinsic
motive andd upon the prooper stimulatioon of extrinsicc motive. Therrefore, in this E
English listeniing model, the
e first
step is thee activation off listening mottive. All listenning materials and content m
must appeal to students’ attention
and can arrouse their curriosity so that tthey will be innterested in whhat they are gooing to listen. Then, accordin
ng to
the specifiic listening context, related information oor background knowledge shhould be introdduced into learners
and they ccan link listeniing goals withh listening conntent. After thaat, students wiill own some confidence in their
listening aabilities and thhey believe thhat they can ggrasp or underrstand the listening materiaal; furthermore
e, the
listening ggoals will be achieved succeessfully. Thereffore, if learnerrs can possess strong motivee, it will streng
gthen
their confiidence and listeening activity will start smooothly.
As the corre of the listenning activity, sttudents (the suubject) should initiate variouus subjective aactivities guide
ed by
teachers too transform object
o
(listeninng proficiencyy) so that the outcome (communicationaal abilities) ca
an be
produced successfully. Based on aactivity theoryy, through liistening taskss students traain their liste
ening
comprehennsion to generrate language aabilities so thaat in the differrent listening tasks, rules orr principles va
ary in
learning coommunity (insstructor and stuudents). Accorrdingly, instrucctor and studennts should assiggn the tasks.
In these lisstening tasks, the mediator m
must be involvved. In other w
words, what toools are used too act on the ob
bject?
In general,, tools are usuaally divided innto two types: tthe objective toools which aree directly used into the objec
ct and
the tools of thought. The
T former inncludes listeniing equipment and multim
media system w
which are utiilized
extensivelyy in colleges or
o universities. The latter means the teachinng methods whhich are delibeerately designe
ed for
different llistening taskss. Therefore tthe process oof listening acctivity is operrational and tthe object will be
influencedd so effectiveely that the subject’s langguage skills and listening proficiency can be imprroved
significanttly.
When listeening model iss analyzed andd constructed, the ways andd attitudes musst be related, ccomprehensive
e and
dynamic, sso while the results
r
of the oobject are sum
mmarized, evalluation system
m plays a vital role in the model.
m
Evaluationn can be positiive or negativee. If the evaluuation is positivve, it means thhe whole activvity is finished
d and
the object acquires the desirable
d
outcoome, which afffects the purpose of communnication. To som
me extent, stud
dents’
listening pproficiency haas been boosteed and the hiigher demand of learning w
will immediattely spring up
p and
likewise nnew motive, so
s another circcle of listeninng activity staarts again. On the other hannd, if the resu
ult is
negative, iit signifies that the activity iis unable to suuccessfully finiish and there iis something w
wrong in the de
esign
of listeninng tasks and thhe learning mootive and activvity should reestart. Thereforre, in the evalluation system
m, the
fuzzy evaluating methoods in operatioonal research should be ussed to assess the quality off listening acttivity
comprehennsively, objecttively, scientifiically and accuurately so that the reliability of outcome caan be guarantee
ed.
5. Conclussion
“Activity theory seemss to be the riichest framew
work for studiies of contextt in its compprehensiveness and
engagemennt with variouus issues of connsciousness annd intentionaliity” (Nardi, 19996). As a learrning theory th
hat is
based on aactivity, this paper has descrribed a framew
work for desiggning the modeel of college E
English listenin
ng in
English ass foreign langguage environnment. Applyiing the activiity theory to designing reaal-context liste
ening
practice shhould include the activity sttructures engaaged by listeniing, the rules, tools and evaaluating system
m. In
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addition, experience in applying for this activity-based listening model is needed for further validation.
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